
AT&T Network Edge 
It’s time to get real about connecting to the Edge.

Businesses are creating unprecedented volumes of data as 
they create new customer experiences with 5G devices. To 
better process these growing demands while increasing 
your operational efficiency, there has never been a better 
time to get real about connecting to the Edge.

AT&T Network Edge takes the power of the AT&T 5G 
network connectivity and pairs it with world-leading 
Cloud service providers (CSPs)—so your developers can 
create and deploy next gen experiences and custom 
applications like never before.

Unlock business advantages by processing your data through the shortest path,  
leading to measurable results in near real-time.
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1 Latency target for 5G network connection to local edge cloud. 2 Latency target to regional cloud with non-optimized connection.

Higher Performance
Take your enterprise  
to the next level 

Less Complexity
Minimize effort, maximize 
effectiveness

Improved Versatility
Experience increased flexibility  
and scalability 

Improved business connectivity 
performance 

Experience less delays by 
processing data through the 
shortest path

Enable developers to deliver 
innovative, low-latency applications

Increase efficiency by minimizing 
traffic to the regional cloud 

Optimize costs by reducing the 
need for on-premise servers 

Streamline deployment  
of applications in the cloud

Access multiple edge cloud options 
from leading Cloud service providers  
to match unique application needs

Easily scale to multiple metro locations

Build applications once,  
deploy anywhere

For more information, go to att.com/NetworkEdge
or contact a Business Solutions specialist.
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